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Comics and graphic novels are philosophy distilled in Technicolor via modern 

day myth-making tales. There are portions of the real world, objective facts, 

which are only facts by human agreement. They exist because we believe they 

exist. In contrast, there are facts that are totally independent of human agreement. 

Searle (1995) coined the first facts as ‘institutional facts’ and the latter facts as 

‘brute facts’. Berger and Luckmann (1966) labelled them knowledge and reality, 

respectively. Heroes are needed to battle past the mental limitations imposed by 

institutional facts. Comics and graphic novels allow us to change the institutional 

facts and then challenge brute facts. By doing so, justice may be viewed through a 

variety of lenses and framed by a kaleidoscope of heroes. Alan Moore attempted 

this in Watchmen with bleak success. 

 

Introduction 

Comics and graphic novels are philosophy distilled in Technicolor via modern day myth-

making tales. Society is organized around narratives (Bal, 1980). “Stories are the main way 

we make sense of things, whether in thinking of our lives as a progression leading somewhere 

or in telling ourselves what is happening in the world. Life follows not a scientific logic of 

cause and effect but the logic of story, where to understand is to conceive of how one things 

leads to another, how something might have come about.” (Culler, 2000) Berger (1967) built 

on the Hegelian and Marxian concept of externalization in which ‘the outpouring of a human 

being in the world, both in the physical and mental activity’ is an anthropological necessity.  

Alan Moore (1986), in Watchmen, created a dystopian universe in which to explore moral 

philosophies in action. 

 

“Narratives embody general understandings of the world that by their deployment and 

repetition come to constitute and sustain their life world.” (Ewick, 1995) The world of our 

experience must, if it is to be perceived by us, conform to the patterns of our perceiving 

instrument. According to Kant (1781), we do not see the world as it is, but rather as our mind 

structures it for us. Stories help to relieve the burden of the complex structure of social reality. 

“You’ve felt it your entire life. That there is something wrong with the world. You don’t 

know what it is, but it’s there, like a splinter in your mind, driving you mad. The Matrix is 

everywhere. It is all around us, even now in this very room. You can see it when you look out 

your window, or when you turn on your television. You can feel it when you go to work, 

when you go to church, when you pay your taxes. It is the world that has been pulled over 

your eyes to blind you from the truth . . . a prison that you cannot smell, or taste, or touch. A 

prison of your mind.” (Morpheus, The Matrix, 1999) The world that people create in the 

process of social exchange is, following Durkheim, a ‘reality sui generis’. It possesses a 

quality of objective facticity, but not intrinsic quality (Durkheim & Mauss, 1963). Culture 

must be constructed and reconstructed as a continuous process. It remains real only as it is 

confirmed and reconfirmed by oneself in relation with social others (Berger & Luckmann, 

1966).  

 

There are portions of the real world, objective facts, which are only facts by human agreement. 

They exist because we believe they exist. In contrast, there are facts that are totally 
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independent of human agreement. Searle (1995) coined the first facts as ‘institutional facts’ 

and the latter facts as ‘brute facts.’ Berger and Luckmann (1966) labelled them knowledge 

and reality respectively. Heroes are needed to battle past the mental limitations imposed by 

institutional facts. Comics and graphic novels allow us to change the institutional facts and 

then challenge brute facts. By doing so, justice may be viewed through a variety of lenses and 

framed by a kaleidoscope of heroes, or anti-heroes as will be seen by the example of the 

Watchmen. Their views of justice will be compared in the style of the Speluncean Explorers 

(Fuller, 1949). 

 

“In all that happens or indeed can happen to the individual, justice is always done to it.” 

(Schopenhauer, 1819) 

 

Watchman 

Watchmen is a twelve-issue dystopian narrative published as a ‘graphic novel’ – i.e., 

essentially a comic book on literary steroids (Moore, 1986). As described in a New York 

Times article, a graphic novel constitutes “an integrated whole, of words and images both, 

where the pictures don't just depict the story; they're part of the telling.” (McGrath, 2004) It 

affects the reader ‘almost subconsciously,’ offering ‘a place of longing, loss, sexual 

frustration, loneliness and alienation - a landscape very similar, in other words, to that of so 

much prose fiction.’ (ibid) Rather than the conventional soft-bound, serial format associated 

with superhero tales, graphic novels are longer, often with hard covers and serious-sounding 

titles, published by major book presses-and most importantly, these works typically deal with 

weighty topics of real-world significance (ibid) 

 

The graphic novel is an especially powerful means to convey fear, distrust, social instability, 

and alienation. Watchmen focuses on six main characters: the Comedian, Doctor Manhattan, 

the Nite Owl, Ozymandias, Rorschach, and the Silk Spectre. Alan Moore created the main 

characters to present six ‘radically opposing ways’ to perceive the world, and to give readers 

of the story the privilege of determining which one was most morally comprehensible (Cooke 

interview with Moore, 2000). Here “Justice” will be the virtue of judging men’s character and 

conduct objectively and of acting accordingly, granting to each that which he deserves 

(Peikoff, 1993). Their integrity will be measured by their ability to obey their own moral 

principles faithfully, within the relevant context in which they find themselves. Virtue does 

not consist in obeying concrete rules. (i.e., do not lie; do not kill; honour your parents) No 

such rules can be defended or consistently practiced; so people throw up their hands and flout 

all rules.  The proper approach is to recognize that virtues are broad abstractions, which one 

must apply to concrete situations by a process of thought. In the process, one must observe all 

the rules of correct epistemology, including definitions by essentials and context-keeping 

(ibid). 

 

The Comedian 

The Comedian is Edward Morgan Blake. Moore and Gibbons saw The Comedian as “a kind 

of Gordon Liddy character, only a much bigger, tougher guy.” (Cooke interview with Moore, 

2000) Blake's murder, which takes place shortly before the story begins in 1985, sets the plot 

of Watchmen in motion. The character appears throughout the story in flashbacks and aspects 

of his personality are revealed by other characters. The Comedian believes that humans are 

savage in nature, and that civilization can never be more than an idea. He therefore chooses to 

become a mockery of society, fighting and killing without reservation. He quoted as saying, 

“Once you realize what a joke everything is, being the Comedian is the only thing that makes 
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sense” Richard Reynolds described The Comedian as “ruthless, cynical, and nihilistic, and yet 

capable of deeper insights than the others into the role of the costumed hero.” (Reynolds, 

1992) Nicholas Michael Grant (2008a) said the Comedian is “the only character in the 

Watchmen universe that is almost totally unlikeable.” To the Comedian justice is not an 

institutional fact, as civilization is merely an idea; rather justice is a brute fact, or in his case 

brute force.  

 

Nite Owl II 

Daniel Dreiberg (Nite Owl II) is a superhero who uses owl-themed gadgets, in a manner 

which led Dave Gibbons in an interview with David Anthony Kraft's Comics Interview (1988), 

to consider him “an obsessive hobbyist... a comics fan, a fanboy.” Dan Dreiberg is Alan 

Moore’s deconstructed superhero. He’s a human, worried more about sex and death than 

Justice, Righteousness or Freedom (Grant, 2008b). Richard Reynolds (1992) noted that 

despite the character’s Charlton roots, Nite Owl’s modus operandi has more in common with 

the DC Comics character Batman. For Nite Owl, Justice is an institutional fact. His 

philosophy reflects Rorty’s (1989) philosophy of the vision of a diverse community bound 

together by opposition to cruelty, and not by abstract ideas such as ‘justice’ or ‘common 

humanity’, policed by the separation of the public and private realms of life. This is made 

clear when he hung up his costume after the Keene Act was passed. The Keene Act outlawed 

non-government affiliated vigilantes. Nite Owl fails as a superhero because he fails to 

challenge the socially constructed function of justice. In the end he is forced to remain silent. 

“We’re damned if we stay quiet, Earth’s damned if we don’t. . . . Okay, count me in. We say 

nothing.” (Cooke interview with Moore, 2000) 

 

Rorschach 

Rorschach is a noir private detective-themed vigilante who wears a white mask with 

constantly shifting ink blots; Rorschach continues to fight crime in spite of his outlaw status, 

eventually making the FBI's Ten Most Wanted List. Rorschach considers his mask his true 

‘face’ and his unmasked persona to be his ‘disguise.’ He continues his one-man battle against 

crime long after superheroes have become both detested and illegal. Moore depicted 

Rorschach as being extremely right-wing, and morally uncompromising, a viewpoint that has 

alienated him from the rest of society, even among other superheroes. He is often described as 

being mentally ill by other characters in the comic. He took on the persona of Rorschach in 

every part of his life and hates being referred to by his birth name. Rorschach has deep levels 

of hatred for immoral behaviour and is openly derogative of any other vigilante who does not 

share his unwavering views. His views on right and wrong are starkly black and white with no 

room for compromise or exception. 

 

For Rorschach justice is a brute fact. He is an ethical consequentialist. Of all the things a 

person might do at any given moment, the morally right action is the one with the best overall 

consequences. Consequentialism is based on two principles: (1) Whether an act is right or 

wrong depends only on the results of that act; and (2) the more good consequences an act 

produces, the better or more right that act (Darwell, 2003). Further, Rorschach would perhaps 

view himself as Firth’s (1952) ideal observer. Ideal observer theory is the meta-ethical view 

which claims that: 

1. Ethical sentences express propositions. 

2. Some such propositions are true. 

3. Those propositions are about the attitudes of a hypothetical ideal observer. 
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In other words, ideal observer theory states that ethical judgments should be interpreted as 

statements about the judgments that a neutral and fully informed observer would make; “x is 

good” means “an ideal observer would approve of x.” According to Firth (1952), an ideal 

observer has the following specific characteristics: omniscience with respect to non-moral 

facts, omnipercipience, disinterestedness, dispassionateness, consistency, and normalcy in all 

other respects. Rorschach would likely describe himself this way. Comics historian Bradford 

W. Wright (2003) depicted the character’s world view as “a set of black-and-white values that 

take many shapes but never mix into shades of gray, similar to the ink blot tests of his 

namesake.” Rorschach sees existence as random and, according to Wright, this viewpoint 

leaves the character “free to ‘scrawl [his] own design’ on a ‘morally blank world.’” (ibid)  

 

When the moral dilemma at the end of the novel presents itself, should Ozymandias be 

denounced or should they remain silent, Rorschach clearly states his position to the Nite Owl. 

“Never compromise. Not even in the face of Armageddon. That's always been the difference 

between us, Daniel.” (Moore, 1986) 

Rorschach: [Outside, in the snow, Rorschach comes across a copy of Jon 

standing in the snow] Out of my way. People have to be told. 

Jon Osterman: You know I can't let you do that. 

Rorschach: Suddenly you discover humanity. Convenient. 

[Takes off his mask] 

Rorschach: If you’d cared from the start, none of this would’ve happened. 

Jon Osterman: I can change almost anything... but I can't change human nature. 

Rorschach: Of course, you must protect Veidt's new Utopia. One more body 

amongst foundations makes little difference. Well, what are you waiting for? Do 

it... [Jon hesitates] 

Rorschach: DO IT! [Jon makes Rorschach explode into a pile of blood] (Moore, 

1986) 

 

Moore said he did not foresee the death of Rorschach until the fourth issue when he realized 

that his refusal to compromise would result in him not surviving the story (Cooke interview 

with Moore, 2000). In an interview for the BBC's Comics Britannia, Moore stated that 

Rorschach was created as a way of exploring how an archetypical Batman-type character—a 

driven, vengeance-fuelled vigilante—would be like in the real world. He concluded that the 

short answer was “a nutcase.” (Gravett interview with Moore, 2007) 

 

Silk Spectre 

Laurie Juspeczyk (Silk Spectre II) is the daughter of Sally Jupiter, the first Silk Spectre. 

Laurie's mother apparently wanted her to follow in her footsteps and so she fought crime for 

ten years before the Keene Act banned vigilantes. Moore felt he needed a female hero in the 

cast and drew inspiration from comic book heroines such as Black Canary and Phantom Lady 

(Cooke interview with Moore, 2000). Laurie is kept on retainer by the government because of 

her relationship with Doctor Manhattan and lives on a government base at the beginning of 

the comic. When Doctor Manhattan leaves Earth, the government has her removed from the 

base and suspends her expense account, forcing her to move in with Dan, with whom she 

starts a romantic relationship. At the end of the eighth issue, Doctor Manhattan appears and 

takes her to Mars because he knows she wants to convince him to save the world. On Mars, 

she realizes that The Comedian was her biological father. After the final encounter with Veidt 

at the end of the series, she assumes the identity of Sandra Hollis and continues her 

relationship with Dan. 
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Laurie is a pragmatist who acts under the assumption that justice is an institutional fact. 

Pragmatism sees no fundamental difference between practical and theoretical reason, nor any 

ontological difference between facts and values. Both facts and values have cognitive content: 

knowledge is what we should believe; values are hypotheses about what is good in action 

(Dewey, 1934). This is most clearly apparent at the end of the story when she bows to the 

wishes of Ozymandias and Doctor Manhattan. 

 

Doctor Manhattan 

The character most relevant to Schopenhauer’s philosophy is Dr Jonathan ‘Jon’ Osterman, a 

physicist who was transformed into a blue-skinned god-like being after he was disintegrated 

in an Intrinsic Field Subtractor in 1959. Within a few months, his disembodied consciousness 

managed to reconstruct a physical body for itself (Moore, 1986). 

 

Moore wanted to explore nuclear physics and quantum physics in constructing a character 

that would live in a quantum universe and not perceive time in a linear manner. This, in turn, 

would influence the character’s perception of human affairs. Dr. Manhattan retained his 

‘human habits’ at first, but then grew away from these habits and humanity in general, 

eventually ending up on Mars. However, he reconnects with humanity when Laurie, his 

former lover, begs for him to return to Earth. At this point, it could be said that he encounters 

Schopenhauer’s metaphysical compassion after rejecting Laurie’s pleas of duty which seem 

Kantian in nature (Cooke interview with Moore, 2000). 

 

Dr Manhattan acknowledges this change in opinion citing thermodynamic miracles as his 

reasoning: “Events with astronomical odds of occurring, like oxygen turning into gold. I've 

longed to witness such a thing. And yet, in each human coupling, a thousand million sperm 

vie for a single egg. Multiply those odds by countless generations, against the odds of your 

ancestors being alive, meeting, siring this precise son; that exact daughter...until, finally, your 

mother loves a man, a man she has every reason to hate, and out of that contradiction, against 

unfathomable odds, it's you - only you - that emerged. To distil so specific a form, from the 

chaos if improbability. It's like turning air into gold.” 

 

“That could be said for anybody in the world,” replies Laurie. 

 

“Yes. Anybody in the world. .. But the world is so full of people, so crowded with these 

miracles that they become commonplace and we forget... I forget. We gaze continually at the 

world and it grows dull in our perceptions. Yet seen from another's vantage point, as if new, it 

may still take our breath away. Come... dry your eyes, for you are life, rarer than a quark and 

unpredictable beyond the dreams of Heisenberg. The clay in which the forces that shape all 

things leave their fingerprints most clearly.” (Moore, 1986) 

 

Ozymandias 

Adrian Veidt (Ozymandias) was a former superhero who is drawing inspiration from his hero 

Alexander the Great and the Egyptian pharaoh Ramses II, for whom he is named. He 

inherited a fortune, but gave it away to see if he could be a success by himself and then traced 

Alexander's path himself. He has a unique personality in contrast to the other Watchmen 

(ibid). 
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At the start of Watchmen he has retired to devote his attention to the running of his own 

enterprises. Veidt is believed to be the smartest man on the planet, even capable of 

outsmarting Dr. Manhattan. His combination of intelligence and highly advanced fighting 

skills makes him perhaps the most feared and dangerous of the mortal vigilantes. He was even 

able to catch a bullet fired at him. He is often accompanied by his genetically-engineered lynx, 

Bubastis. Veidt's most noticeable attribute is his superiority complex; he believes that he is so 

wise and powerful that he must unite the warring modern world as Alexander the Great did in 

his time. From originally doubting the point of beating up street criminals, while the greater 

crimes of the powerful and governments go unpunished, he begins to study world politics. His 

studies show that nuclear war will bring the world to an end in just a few years. In response to 

this, he single-handedly starts his plan to save the world (ibid). 

 

Ozymandias follows the belief that the greatest amount of good done to the greatest amount 

of people is the right way to go, even if it involves killing and/or lying. He is an Utilitarian 

who believes that justice is an institutional fact which can be manipulated by manipulating 

society. Reynolds noted that by taking initiative to “help the world,” Veidt displays a trait 

normally attributed to villains in superhero stories, and in a sense he is the “villain” of the 

series (Reynolds, 1992). Gibbons noted “One of the worst of his sins [is] kind of looking 

down on the rest of humanity, scorning the rest of humanity.” (Cooke interview with Gibbons, 

2000) In the end, Ozymandias wins. And not only does he win, but a likable hero (Dr 

Manhattan) backs him up. As a result, a very likable character (Rorschach) dies, and at the 

falling action, other likable characters are shown content, albeit wary and on-edge. 

 

So what are the principles of human survival? What objects must man hold as values if he is 

to preserve his life; and what virtues must he practice in order to achieve them? 

 

The faculty of reason is man’s basic tool for survival. According to Ayn Rand (1957), there 

are three basic values “which together, are the means to and the realization of one’s ultimate 

value. . . . To live, man must hold these things as the supreme and ruling values of his life: 

Reason – Purpose – Self-esteem. Reason, as his only tool of knowledge; Purpose, as his 

choice of the happiness which that tool must proceed to achieve; Self-esteem, as his inviolate 

certainty that his mind is competent to think and his person is worthy of happiness, which 

means:  is worthy of living. These three values imply and require all of man’s virtues.” 

 

Philosophy distilled 

“The man who has no tincture for philosophy goes through life imprisoned in the prejudices 

derived from common sense . . . and from convictions which have grown up in his mind 

without the cooperation or consent of his deliberate reason. To such a man the world tends to 

become definite, finite, obvious; common objects rouse no questions, and unfamiliar 

possibilities are contemptuously rejected. As soon as we begin to philosophize, on the 

contrary, we find . . . that even the most everyday things lead to problems to which only very 

incomplete answers can be given. Philosophy, though unable to tell us with certainty what is 

the true answer to the doubts which it raises, is able to suggest many possibilities which 

enlarge our thoughts and free them from the tyranny of custom.” (Russell, 1950) 

 

Stories are not told just to rehash the past, but they are also told to re-examine the impossible.  

In a recent interview, Pratchett explains a long-standing character of a werewolf who works in 

the City Watch of Ankh-Morpork. “You don’t have to do a scientific treatise here. Because 

we all know there is no such thing as a werewolf. But culturally, through novels and movies, 
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we have a vague idea what werewolves are and how they work. Can we invent a physiology, 

a history for werewolves that fits in with all those things that popular culture has said 

werewolves are? Do werewolves have kids? What are they born as? What happens if a 

werewolf marries a human? All these things are really, really interesting because you can talk 

about other things in the guise of fantasy. You don’t actually necessarily know you’re doing it, 

but you’re usually dealing with something actually germane to us in the here and now. But 

you are doing it through sock puppets – carefully written sock puppets. And indeed, actually, 

thinking seriously, that’s what Discworld is. Discworld is taking something that you know is 

ridiculous and treating it as if it is serious; to see if something interesting happens when you 

do so.” (Orr, 2008) 

 

This is the fundamental nature of graphic novels. “Not only do we learn from stories, we learn 

around the edges of them and in the gaps of the story as much as in the literal facts. Such is a 

storyteller’s magic.”(Russell, 2009) This ‘magic’ can be translated into an exploration of 

personal philosophy. This ‘magic’ allows the exploration what Kant (1781) suggested as the 

perceiving mind imposing time, space, and causality on external things. Nonetheless, in 

Schopenhauer’s view (1819), it is possible to know something about external things as they 

are in themselves. It is possible to know something about the ultimate nature of reality 

because of one’s ability to view one’s self from two vantage points. First, the relationship that 

one has with the rest of the world is one of subject (our perceiving mind) to object (everything 

out there in the external world). And then, as to our selves, the relationship in which we are 

both subject and object, and we know it. We have a simultaneous dual insight into our own 

nature (ibid). The ‘magic’ of storytelling helps us to articulate the view of ourselves as 

perceiving subjects and as perceived objects. This simultaneous dual insight frees us from the 

impositions of the perceiving mind, and allows us to reflect on ourselves as pure selves. When 

this is done, when time, space, causality, and individuation has been stripped away, there is a 

direct and immediate understanding of what is left. That is the tendency to exist or a tendency 

to act or tendency to story-tell. Schopenhauer (1819) chose the word ‘will’. 

 

Ayn Rand (1984) would have chosen “rationality” which she defines as “the recognition and 

acceptance of reason as one’s only source of knowledge, one’s only judge of values and one’s 

only guide to action.”  The virtue of rationality does not mean that one rationalizes one’s 

actions, values, goals, and desires. Rather, it entails the conscious awareness and articulation 

of rationally derived goals. Rationality as articulation is how people grasp the metaphysical 

value judgments they have tacitly absorbed and integrated into their subconscious (Sciabarra, 

1995). 

 

As derivatives of rationality, Rand cited several subsidiary virtues. Each of these virtues is a 

reality-oriented means to a rational end. The virtue of independence means that one must have 

the responsibility to form one’s judgements based pion one’s own perception of reality. 

Integrity is the virtue of never sacrificing one’s rationality derived judgments to the wishes or 

opinions of others. Honesty is the virtue of never faking reality in any manner. Justice is the 

virtue of recognizing and evaluating people based on objective criteria (Peikoff, 1993). 

 

Ontology of Justice 

In any given society one may usually find a number of symbolic systems which are 

distinguished by their explicit intention to serve as a measure of subjective meaning. Further, 

they are capable of being objectively accessible to others beyond the moment and situation in 

which they are initially expressed. Berger and Luckmann (1966) described reality as a quality 
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appertaining to phenomena that is recognized as being independent of our own volition; and 

knowledge as the certainty that phenomena are real and that they possess specific 

characteristics. Thus, objective facts are only facts by human agreement, existing because we 

believe they exist – ‘institutional facts’. In contrast, there are facts that are totally independent 

of human agreement - ‘brute facts.’ (Searle, 1995)  

 

Law, as opposed to justice, refers to a codified set of rules established by a society (Rawls, 

1971). Law may be deemed the fusion of different viewpoints in relation to personal justice 

which create a widespread and binding set of guidelines for everyone to follow (ibid). Law 

rests on narrative to make sense of basic, organizing legal ideas. These laws are generally 

written to prohibit an act. They do not place limitations on what an individual can do, but 

rather indicate what an individual cannot do, and provides a punishment or at least remedial 

action for those who violate it. In other words, the law is society’s attempt to express its ideals 

by creating a collective intention. Laws are passed from one generation to another in the form 

of stories. “Stories are always told within particular historical, institutional, and international 

contexts that shape their telling, its meaning and effects. They are told with particular interests, 

motives, and purposes in mind. Furthermore, stories are constrained by both rules of 

performance and norms of content. In short, stories are socially organised phenomena, the 

elements of which can be systematically described.” (Ewick, 1995) 

 

The average person has at the very least an understanding of what they perceive to be justice. 

Regardless of how this view fits into the constructs of law, the impetus behind this view is 

based upon matters of morality, acquired from societal and familial influence (Rawls, 1971). 

Leon Radzinowicz (1940), a renowned criminologist, noted that “human thought long ago 

realized that the study of criminal law alone cannot provide all the information necessary for a 

proper understanding of the phenomena of crime.” According to Radzinowicz & Turner 

(1940), criminological research was crucial in deciding, inter alia: what to criminalize and 

how much to punish; how law enforcement should be deployed and what limitations should 

be placed on its power; how the legal process should be structured and what varieties of 

courts should be available; whether expert testimony should be allowed and what weight it 

should be given; and how much discretionary authority should be allocated to prosecutors, 

defence attorneys, judges, and juries (ibid). 

 

Justice is synonymous with fairness. In essence, personal justice is that which an individual 

considers to be fair. Criminology becomes marginalized by human passions that subvert the 

authority of fact and reason. Strong emotions, particularly fear and hatred, have a tendency to 

disengage rational thought processes in favour of visceral responses, often punitive in nature. 

The story of ‘moral panics’ demonstrates the power of fear and hatred in social and political 

action, including the creation and enforcement of criminal law (Cohen, 1972). During the 

1970s, sociologist Stanley Cohen (1972) articulated a theory of moral panics, when a 

“condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become defined as a threat to 

societal values and interests.” As such, justice is very different from the concepts of law and 

order; it emanates from a higher level of consciousness that has no interest in codified 

behaviour (Rawls, 1971). For Schopenhauer (1819), this higher level of consciousness is 

‘will’. These ideals drive the rational mind in an attempt to achieve them. For Searle (1995), 

consciousness is intentionality. Justice becomes intentional personal law, an expression of 

‘will’.  

 

Is Justice an institutional fact or a brute fact? 
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Schopenhauer (1819) would have identified this particular expression of ‘will’ as compassion. 

Compassion is “the sole non-egoistic motive” and “also the only genuinely moral one.” He 

believed there was a metaphysical foundation for the virtue of compassion, and for 

compassion being the original fountainhead virtue. This is important remembering that he 

built his metaphysical foundations on the writing of Immanuel Kant who has been criticized 

for painting himself into a metaphysical corner with his conclusion that true reality, the thing-

in-itself, is absolutely unknowable. By doing so he deprived his theory of morals of the 

possibility of a grounding in true reality. Schopenhauer believed that the human being can 

come to a knowledge of true reality. While Kant’s theory of morality had to be a theory of 

‘duty’, Schopenhauer’s was a theory of ‘virtue.’ (Marcin,  

 

Briefly returning to metaphysics to determine the ontology of our social reality, Searle (1995) 

lays down the basic assumptions as such: “We live in a world made up entirely of physical 

particles in fields of force. Some of these are organized into systems. Some of these systems 

are living systems and some of these living systems have evolved consciousness. With 

consciousness comes intentionality, the capacity of the organism to represent objects and 

states of affairs in the world to itself.” He goes on to claim that there are three elements which 

determine whether a fact is institutional or brute.  They are (1) the assignment of function, (2) 

collective intentionality, and (3) constitutive rules (ibid). 

 

Knowledge as shared meanings about reality is the foundation of the world of everyday life as 

it is objectively defined and subjectively perceived (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). Humans 

have a capacity to impose functions on objects, both naturally occurring objects and those 

created to perform assigned functions. Functions are never intrinsic to the physics of any 

phenomenon but are assigned from outside by conscious observers. They are observer relative 

(Searle, 1995). Knowledge allows individuals subjectively to integrate the institutional order 

and locate themselves and their personal relevance within it (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). 

This lends itself to collective intentionality wherein a group shares the same beliefs, desires, 

or intentions (Searle, 1995). For example, I am a violinist in an orchestra playing my part in 

our performance. All collective intentionality is social facts which involve human institutions 

(ibid).  

 

What are these institutions? Searle defines these institutions by introducing the concepts of 

regulative rules and constitutive rules. Some rules regulate antecedently existing activities 

(ibid). ‘Driving on the left-hand side of the road’ regulates driving; but driving can exist prior 

to the existence of the rule. On the other hand, some rules do not merely regulate, they also 

create the possibility of certain activities. For example, the rules of chess do not regulate an 

antecedently existing activity. Rather, they create the possibility of playing chess. The rules 

are constitutive of chess. If you do not follow the rules, you are not playing chess (ibid). So, 

an institutional fact exists only within systems of constitutive rules. Brute facts need no 

institutions or systems to exist. 

 

If Justice is a brute fact, then there is no need for superheroes as Justice exists 

independently of our representation of it. One’s understanding of reality can be enhanced 

by the imaginary, fictional accounts of life and law, which can be compared with the 

prevailing vision of criminal justice. What is Justice? Is it Kant’s concept of good will? 

“Intelligence, wit, judgement, and any other talents of the mind we may care to name, or 

courage, resolution, and constancy of purpose, as qualities of temperament, are without doubt 

good and desirable in many respects; but they can also be extremely bad and hurtful when the 
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will is not good which has to make use of these gifts of nature . . . It is exactly the same with 

wealth, honour, even health and that complete well-being and contentment with one’s state 

which goes by the name of ‘happiness’ . . . unless a good will is present.”(Kant, 1781) Or is it 

Schopenhauer’s compassion? Schopenhauer (1819) saw no good in doing something for 

duty’s sake when doing the act goes against the true character of the person involved. 

 

What if good will and/or compassion as missing? In certain circumstances, people might lack 

the type of information that checks fear which distorts good will and compassion.  Instead, a 

minor or rare threat is deemed grave and frequent, resulting in some group being demonized; 

even though, threat is infrequent or the harm limited. This creates a process known as 

‘deviancy amplification’ (Cohen, 1972). The public then demands action, and the government 

responds with tough laws and stern enforcement. In this way, exaggerated public fear can 

generate support for authoritarian action. Fear makes a citizenry politically manipulable and 

more inclined to accept superficial arguments in support of harsh, far-reaching measures, with 

people even embracing their own repression based on guarantees of safety and stability. This 

is not to say that emotions are to be avoided or that they only have negative repercussions for 

public policy. Emotions are pervasive and play a powerful role in the way the world is viewed, 

often for the better. The difficult issue is the interaction between emotions and values, and the 

ultimate impact on institutional facts or public policy (Bandes, 2008).  

 

“Neither emotion nor value is inert; both shape and are shaped by social milieu. For example, 

the ongoing national debate in the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks has caused many 

people to re-evaluate not just their beliefs about issues like racial profiling and torture, but 

also their underlying values about the balance between civil liberty and security. Our fears 

may influence us to condone indefinite detention or harsh interrogation; our capacity for 

empathy and compassion might lead us to be concerned about the fate of those detained or 

outraged about our government's role in the abuse of prisoners. People interpret factual data in 

light of their values, but ideally their values also evolve in response to the understandings of 

the data that emerge as part of the social process of deliberation . . . . Government policy 

should not simply reflect emotion, but emotion per se is not the problem. The challenge is to 

encourage the helpful emotions, and discourage, educate, or cabin the unhelpful ones.”(ibid) 

 

The social reality of justice does not appear to be a brute fact distinguishable from those 

patterns or symbols of human activity that communicate information within and about society, 

as well as its shared values and norms, transmitted by any number of institutions, giving 

meaning to both material and non-material aspects of that society. Most cultural forms can be 

seen as a means of storytelling. In contrast to the analytical approach that often dominates 

legal and social science argument, ordinary human beings tend to communicate and gain 

understanding of life through stories, which either comport with or violate their notions of 

justice (Bruner, 2002). Such narrative often provides meaning and structure to real-world 

objects and events, even marking their existence within reality. As Bruner (2002) notes, “it is 

the sense of things often derived from narrative that makes later real-life reference possible. 

Indeed, we refer to events and things and people by expressions that situate them not just in 

an indifferent world but in a narrative one: ‘heroes’ to whom we give medals for ‘valour’, 

‘broken contracts’ where one party has failed to show ‘good-faith effort’. Heroes and broken 

contracts can be referred to only by virtue of their prior existence in a narrative world.” 

 

If Justice is an institutional fact, then there is a need for superheroes in order to change 

or challenge the socially constructed function of Justice. Literary works can confront the 
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public with differing stories and pictures. Some works contend that they reflect the real world. 

Others maintain no such pretence; and can thus, stir individuals to ask questions of those in 

power and to probe their own understanding of reality and truth. In Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 

(1864) words, “It is only through the medium of the imagination that we can lessen those iron 

fetters, which we call truth and reality, and make ourselves even partially sensible what 

prisoners we are.” Provocative fiction can provide a counter-narrative that helps shock the 

senses of an unduly compliant public, relating the consequences of a people cowed by fear 

and willing to trade their rights for safety. Fiction may contest overwrought media portrayals 

of crime, inflammatory claims of politicians seeking re-election or higher office, and 

government officials acting in pursuit of greater power. When individuals are presented with 

conflicting but equally disturbing images-the narrative of fear and the counter-narrative of 

authoritarianism-they may dispute government claims and ask the exact kind of questions that 

thoughtful legal analysis and social science research can help answer (Luna, 2009). 

 

Literature also can provide insights into the lives of others and the human condition in general 

(West, 1993). The reader may begin to understand what it means to be someone else. One can 

be a person with an entirely different socio-economic background and set of experiences. This 

creates a basis for empathy among individuals who might otherwise feel no connection to one 

another. Once we have heard another person’s story, it can become our own. By broadening 

our consciousness of injustice, good narrative has an edifying effect on the audience and can 

play a part in their moral education (Nussbaum, 1995). Literature “provides insights that 

should play a role (though not as un-criticized foundations) in the construction of an adequate 

moral and political theory,” and it “develops moral capacities without which citizens will not 

succeed in making reality out of the normative conclusions of any moral or political theory, 

however excellent.”(ibid) Although literary works cannot replace moral theory and legal 

reasoning, they “can be a bridge both to a vision of justice and to the social enactment of that 

vision.” (ibid) Richard Rorty (1989) reached a similar conclusion, though on different 

grounds than Nussbaum. In Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, Rorty reiterated his 

scepticism that philosophical inquiry, in and of itself, can reveal the causes of or solutions to 

systematic injustice. But a piece of literature can do what high theory cannot: stimulate an 

awareness of our own prejudices and the harsh practices tolerated by society. It may convey 

the “kinds of suffering being endured by people to whom we had previously not attended” 

and the “sorts of cruelty we ourselves are capable of.” Perhaps it can inspire compassion. 

 

The Metaphysics of Stories 

Kant’s Theory of Knowledge (1781) embodied in his Copernican Revolution
1
 stated that 

those properties and characteristics which we commonly think of as inhering in objects and 

events in themselves - space, time, and causality, for example - are in reality inherent in the 

structure of the mind of the perceiving subject (Magee, 1997). Sir Isaac Newton taught us that 

our universe runs on rules. His were mathematical and were labelled the ‘laws of nature’. Law 

may be too strong a word for the patterns of how the universe works. But human beings like 

to formulate these patterns and use the resulting descriptions to work out some aspects of 

nature that would otherwise be mysterious and exploit them in order to develop tools, vehicles, 

and technology (Stewart & Cohen, 2002).  

 

                                                
1 Just as Copernicus hypothesized that apparent astronomical motion, such as the sun's moving across the sky, is 

really found in the observer's local frame of reference rather than in the intrinsic motion of the heavenly body, so 

too Kant hypothesized that many of the constituents of nature, such as time, space, and causality, are really 

found in the observer's local frame of reference rather than in the intrinsic nature of things. (Marcin, 1994)  
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According to Kant (1781), we see things in time and space and we perceive things as adhering 

to the principle of cause and effect, not because the things and the events in themselves 

impose time, space, and causality on our perceiving instrument, the mind, but because the 

very structure of the mind imposes time, space, and causality on our perceptions of the things 

and events. About things as they really are in themselves, we can know nothing. There are 

two main points of view regarding this. One is fundamentalist at heart. The exquisitor Vorbis 

in Small Gods stated his fundamentalist position thus:  “. . . that which appears to our senses 

is not the fundamental truth. Things that are seen and heard and done by the flesh are mere 

shadows of a deeper reality.” (Pratchett, 1994) Scientific fundamentalism holds that there is 

one set of rules, the Theory of Everything, which does not only describe nature but is nature. 

The alternative philosophy is called reductionism which proceeds by taking things to bits, 

seeing what the bits are and how they fit together, and using the bits to explain the whole. 

This is a very effective research strategy. It has served so well for so long that the deepest 

theories of science have been reduced down to quantum mechanics and relativity. Quantum 

mechanics explains the world on a very small scale; whereas, relativity explains the world on 

a very large scale. Unfortunately, the two theories disagree on a fundamental level about the 

nature of the universe and rules it obeys.  

 

Schopenhauer (1819) articulated a theory of a dual world similar to the dual world of 

quantum theorists. At the ordinary level, the phenomenal level at which we normally perceive 

things, we experience things and events as discrete and concrete ‘realities.’ But at the other 

level, the level of true reality or the level of will, there is quite a different situation. At this 

other level which is experienced only dimly and inferentially, a chaos of tendency is found. 

These tendencies are to exist, to live, and to survive.  

 

Contemporary quantum physics seems to indicate that the world of experience is a world of 

spatially and temporally located interacting particles of matter. This, however, is not the 

whole story. Although it may be the world of experience, it is not the world of true reality. 

Below the sub-microscopic level, the world is not a world of spatially and temporally located 

particles of matter. “Particle-ness” is a subjective imposition that enters the picture only when 

an ‘observer’ enters. Unobserved, true reality, at its deepest level, consists of ‘possibilities, 

tendencies, urges.’ Quantum physics may suggest then that the world, at that level of deep 

reality, is ‘will’ (or a dehumanized, inanimate correspondent), and that the attributes of 

‘matter’ are really subjective impositions. They occur only in the acts of observing and 

perceiving (Marcin, 1994).  

   

Ian Stewart and Jack Cohen (2002) provide an example of how these theories work. A stone 

rolls down a bumpy hill, skidding on a clump of grass, bouncing wildly off bigger rocks, 

splashing through muddy puddles, and eventually coming to rest against the trunk of a tree. If 

fundamentalist reductionism is right, then every aspect of the stone’s movement, right down 

to how the blades of grass get crushed, what pattern the mud makes when it splatters, and why 

the tree is growing where it is anyway, are the consequences of one set of rules, that Theory 

of Everything. The stone ‘knows’ how to roll, skid, bounce, splash, and stop because the 

Theory of Everything tells it what to do. More than that:  because the Theory of Everything is 

true, the stone itself is tracking through the logical consequences of those rules as it skitters 

down the hillside. In principle, you could predict that the stone would hit that particular tree, 

just by working out the necessary consequences of the Theory of Everything (ibid)   

 

This picture of causality implies that the only reasons for things to happen are because the 
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Theory of Everything says so. The alternative is that the universe is doing whatever the 

universe does, and the stone is in a sense exploring the consequences of what the universe 

does. It does not ‘know’ that it will skid on the grass until it hits some grass and finds itself 

skidding. What we call laws of nature are human approximations to regularities that crop up 

in certain specialised regions of the universe. People come along and look at what the stone 

has done and start finding patterns, start telling stories. Rules are then only contextual. They 

explain why things work the way they do in terms of what is outside them. Storytelling is the 

opposite of reductionism; 26 letters and some grammar are no story at all (ibid). 

 

Conclusion 
Social reality is created by us for our purposes and seems as readily intelligible to us as those 

purposes, goals and values themselves (Searle, 1995). Humans necessarily infuse their own 

meanings into reality. The individual attaches subjective meaning to all of his or her actions. 

Human knowledge is ordered by society. Scheler (1960) emphasized that human knowledge 

is given in society as an a priori to individual experience, providing that with its order of 

meaning. This order, although it is relative to a particular socio-historical situation, appears to 

the individual as the natural way of looking at the world. He called this the ‘relative-natural 

world view’ of a society, a concept that may still be regarded as central for the sociology of 

knowledge. 

 

“Perhaps the law has always been concerned with [personal] narratives, with the individual 

plaintiff and the individual defendant in the individual case, so that theoretical attention to 

narrative was bound to emerge eventually.” (Schepple, 1988) Narrative and narrative genres 

are often used as a way of defining the conventions of a world and to help the user align their 

expectations with the logic of the world. They are stories that penetrate and facilitate 

numerous aspects of daily legal activities (Almog, 2002). The participants must evaluate the 

burdens and risks involved. Claimants must characterize themselves as grievant, identify 

antagonists, and compose a quest in which they are called to enlist and fight injustice. This 

process of narrative framing is as essential to the functioning of the legal machinery in the 

real world (Felstiner & Sarat, 1981). Many legal activities rely on the ability to identify plots 

and manipulate stories. “So act that your principle of action might safely be made a law for 

the whole world.” (Kant, 1781)  

 

Stories tell people about themselves and their lives both constitute and interpret those lives; 

the stories describe the world as it is lived and understood by the story teller (Ewick, 1995). 

One must explore many philosophies before coming to any conclusions about the world. “As 

far as we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a light of meaning in 

the darkness of mere being.” (Jung, 1965) Even then, the world may not agree with you. 

Whether you believe that reality is a human condition or that reality exists independently of 

human representations, comics and graphic novels help to explore the alternatives and offer 

antidotes. Who watches the watchmen? We do. Justice is an aspect of reality in relation to 

man. It must be defined within a specific context and related to the specific purposes of an 

individual beneficiary. 
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